
C&EE Department Undergraduate Program 
Updates 

C&EE 1 
 
All students are required to take this course unless 
 
1) They are transfer students (from a community college or other 4-year college or a 
UCLA school or college outside of HSSEAS or a different major within HSSEAS) who 
have petitioned and been approved any Engr-related course which is not being applied to 
their degree requirements, or a major field elective, as a substitution for the course. 

(For students who petition for and are approved a major field elective as a substitution for 
C&EE 1, the major field elective cannot satisfy C&EE 1 AND a major field elective.) 
 
2) They are Center for Engineering Excellence and Diversity students who petition for 
and are approved Engr 87 as a substitution for the course. 
 

C&EE 85 

For students following catalogs prior to the 2006-07 catalog year requirements, this 
course is acceptable for two units of major field elective credit. 

For students following the 2006-07 and later catalog year requirements, this course is 
NOT acceptable for major field elective credit (course can be taken for excess unit credit 
only). 

C&EE 150/151 

For students in the 2010-11 and later catalogs, C&EE 150 is a required course and C&EE 
151 is an elective (C&EE 150 had been an elective and C&E 151 required under the 
2006-2010 catalog year requirements). 

C&EE 157C 

Beginning Fall 2010, C&EE 157C will no longer satisfy a lab elective (C&EE 157C had 
satisfied a lab elective under the 2009-10 catalog year requirements). 

C&EE M166 

For students in the 2006-07 and later catalogs, C&EE M166 can satisfy both a major field 
elective AND a life science GE. 

 



MAJOR FIELD ELECTIVES 

New major field electives which are added to later catalogs are acceptable for major field 
elective credit for students in all catalog years. 
 
  
SPECIAL NOTE: 
 
Enrollment for many non-C&EE department courses which are required or electives for 
Civil Eng. students is restricted to students of that particular department's major during 
1st pass.  If you find that this is the case for a course(s) in which you'd like to enroll, 
please wait until second pass to enroll. 


